SCRIBE REPORT RUN #1834
Saturday, 04 December, 2021
Hares: Baldylocks, Ya Ba, & Bejorn To Run (VH)
phuket-hhh.com

Our hares gave us a bit of a different perspective to the hills surrounding Bang Wad
reservoir from a laager we've often used along the ridge overlooking the reservoir. As
we wound and climbed to a peak with spectacular views that perspective involved
sometimes looking at a section of trail so steep that leaning forward just a bit let you
touch the ground. To make sure everyone fully appreciated the never ending climb the
hares stretched it out by first taking us down to the reservoir so we could climb without
any relief, which brought back horrible memories of the brutal climb given us by
Murkury / JC / Bluey run a few weeks back. Good training for the virgin hare!!
Campari Agrees Holding Hash Shit Proper
Nonetheless we had some new trails and a lot of beautiful wet
and alive jungle. Well done hares. Good Run it certainly was.
In fact it was so good that when the hares were brought in for
final judgment the current Hash Shit holder Campari admitted
he really did deserve Hash Shit and in his own opinion he should
continue to hold it. He then reinforced his opinion by being the
only person to call hash shit. It's refreshing to see a man turn
honest. Oh, wait a minute, that wasn't Campari but his stand-in.
Among run offenses like endless blacktop and concrete our Runmaster Manneken Pis
complimented the hares and GM for arranging a laager having several well place utility

lights on poles lighting up the circle so we could actually see each other as darkness fell.
Swollen Colon handled the stewarding giving us a bunch of one-liners that he must have
inherited from Rosie. Calling in a Russian and an American SC said the American
boasted he could stand in front of the White House and yell Fuck You Biden. The
Russian bragged he could stand in Red Square and yell Fuck You Biden too! The
American said he pissed all over the fence at the White House; the Russian said he'd
taken a shit in Red Square. Leveling out the American confessed he'd really squatted in
the bushes by the White House fence when he pissed. The Russian then confessed he'd
really shit in Red Square, but he hadn't taken his pants down. Well done SC.

NEW SHOES, Ahhhh, the flavor of sweaty, toe-rot tainted beer!!

Lucky Lek Finally Becomes a Monk – Maybe Forever?
ON ON, Scribe, Fungus

